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While I wish you and all your loved ones a happy, peaceful, healthy and

prosperous New Year, I take this opportunity to share few words with all of

you (Ethiopian Family).

We at Ethiopian are welcoming the New Year with a sense of pride for our

globally celebrated successes In 2010 In particular and our exceptionally

remarkable achievements In our vision 2.025strategic road map in general. In

2010, we continued with our uncontested leadership in the African Aviation

Industry with record revenue, profitability, new destinations, new fleet

arrivals, inauguration of new infrastructure facilities and the addition of more

than a thousand young graduates to our strong workforce etc.... The

historical milestones of 4 Star rating in our customer service; the 100 airplanes

on the air celebration and the merging of the Ethiopian Airports in to the

Ethiopian Aviation Group were the key noteworthy events of the year.

We need to remind ourselves that our hard work in the last eight years

within our Vision 2025 has made us by far the largest Aviation Group in

Africa; operating 108 airplanes flying to 116 international destinations in

five continents and 21 domestic destinations carrying 10.6 million

passengers and 400,000 tons of cargo per annum. We are number 24

airline In the world by size. We should congratulate ourselves for elevating

Ethiopian to a global position of force to be recognized.

The executive management and the Board of Directors firmly believe that

the fast, profitable and sustainable growth of the Ethiopian Aviation Group

should benefit all its main stakeholders (employees, the shareholder and

the customers). To this effect; while our customers are greatly benefiting

from the ever-expanding global network of excellent connectivity, award

winning customer services, enjoying the latest cabin features of the most

modern and youngest fleet in our world today and great value for their

money; the owner's capital has also been growing consistently besides the

catalyst role the aviation group plays in the development of our economy.

Accordingly, we have also achieved remarkable developments in

employees benefits and Improvements In our working conditions. We have

made a salary Increase of 20% to all home-based employees, we have

doubled our cabin crew flight allowances, we have Increased flight

allowances for Q-400 and 8-737 cockpit crew, we have raised the minimum

perdiem payment period to 24 hours and these are in addition to the

regular adjustments in job grades and their scales.

On the employees fringe benefits side, we have delivered 1198 houses to

our employees and we are happy to see them in their new homes for the

new year. We have greatly improved our ground transport services with

big investments which Is unique in the industry. We have expanded our

employees cafeteria services to six large employees cafeteria facilities

(main cafeteria, EAA cafeteria, MRO cafeteria, Cargo cafeteria, Airport

cafeteria and Inflight Catering employees cafeteria) and we are providing

highly subsidized meal services to our employees in all shifts. We started

employees gym services in our compound and the Body, Mind and Soul

Fitness Center is now very popular among our colleagues who work out

everyday to maintain healthy life. We are also compiling the annual results

of our PMS and BSC/ISC to make performance related bonus payments in

the new year.

With such historical and globally recognized achievements in all fronts; we

are welcoming 2011 with jubilant feelings and renewed passion and

energy, With can-do attitude to reach new heights of USD 5 billion of

revenue and with USD half a billion profits for the year.

While I thank you very much for your usual hard work, commitments and

dedication to your beloved airline, I ask you all to keep up the excellent

work you are doing both in your respective areas of engagements and also

as a teammember of this great one Ethiopian Team.
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https://www.tripadvisor.com/Airline_Review-d8729073-Reviews-Ethiopian-Airlines


As a socially responsible organization,

Ethiopian believes in the noble virtue of

giving back to the society
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https://www.gulf-times.com/story/606218/Exiled-leader-of-armed-Ethiopia-rebels-back-home-a
https://www.egyptindependent.com/ethiopias-new-ambassador-arrives-in-egypt/
http://www.travelweekly.com.au/article/big-fat-airline-wrap-103/
https://www.straitstimes.com/singapore/typhoon-mangkhut-most-flights-from-singapore-to-hong-kong-cancelled
https://www.mid-day.com/articles/mumbai-crime-tanzanian-arrested-with-party-drugs-worth-rs-3-crore-at-airport/19748175
https://www.telecompaper.com/news/ethiopian-airlines-app-adds-alipay-via-cellpoint-mobile-payment-platform--1260969
https://www.ft.com/content/1e5a5a7c-bb47-11e8-94b2-17176fbf93f5
http://www.intelligentcio.com/africa/2018/09/21/ethiopian-airlines-app-adds-alipay-through-mobile-payment-platform/
http://www.financial-news.co.uk/49934/2018/08/ethiopian-airlines-completes-acquisition-of-49-interest/
http://french.china.org.cn/business/txt/2018-09/18/content_63568033.ht
http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2018-09/10/c_137456729.htm
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https://afrotourism.com/travelogue/festival-meskel-ethiopia-finding-the-true-cross/



